
Many countries want to host international sports events, while other countries think that 
hosting sports events has more problems than benefits. Discuss both views and give your 
opinion.

Since a century ago, athletic events have had an important role for in gathering people together 
throughout the world. So that, thanks to all-popular the crowd-pleasures of such games many countries 
are interested in to hosting these sports tournaments. However, other countries are opposed and 
believe that the negative impacts of holding such matches in a country overweight outweigh its it’s pros. 
In the following paragraphs I am going to compare both views.

On the one hand, advocates are of this opinion that when your country is the host of such international 
games, a large numbers of individuals from all over the world will come to watch the competitions. As a 
result, the businesses would be flourished during this period of time. In other words, not only big stores, 
but also rather vendors will earn up to three fold more than their average income. Moreover, it is a 
proper way to advertise the touristm attractions of your country to foreigners. Therefore, it brings about 
more tourism in near-future to for the country. In addition, by broadcasting the rights of such 
international matches, the government would be benefited from millions of dollars and such a great 
income would be spent on country development.

On the other hand, the opponents claim that it is true that holding such universal athletic events will 
inject a lot of money to the country. But, we should note that it has some expenses too. For instance, 
the expenses are related to accommodating sportsmen in hotels, their meals as well as their 
transportation. Furthermore, when in a short time, a large numbers of people come to a city, it leads to 
some irregularities such as traffic congestion as well as disorders in the public transportation system. 
Moreover, during the holding time ofwhile such world- wide competitions are running, the possibility of 
terrorist attacks will be boosted.

In my opinion, such a great benefits of hosting global sports events are obvious, of course we cannot 
deny some probable consequences either. But, the negative points are not enough persuasive enough 
to prevent a country holding such international matches. 

To sum up, governments by imposing district rigid/strict laws during the time of tournaments in the city 
as well as proper procurement could be benefited from the advantages of hosting these competitions.


